An Efficient Gait Recognition Approach for Human Identification Using Energy Blocks
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Abstract—Human gait recognition is an emerging research topic in the biometrics research field. It has recently gained a wider interest from machine vision research community because of its rich amount of merits. In this paper, a robust energy blocks based approach is proposed. For each silhouette sequence, gait energy image (GEI) is generated. Then it is split into three blocks, namely lower legs, upper-half and head. Further, Radon transform is applied to three energy blocks separately. Then, standard deviation is used to capture the variation in radial axis angle. Finally, support vector machine classifier (SVM) is effectively used for the classification procedures. The more prominent gait covariates such as multi views, backpack, carrying, least number of frames, clothing and different walking speed conditions are effectively addressed in this work by choosing sequential, even, odd and multiple’s of three numbering frames for each sequence. Extensive experiments are conducted on four considerably large, publicly available standard datasets and the promising results are obtained.

Index Terms—Energy blocks, Fusion, Human gait, Part-based, Radon, Support vector machine.

I. INTRODUCTION

The gait is the non invasive biometric source. However, it does not require subject’s cooperation and even awareness of the individual under observation. Also, it can be recognized at a distance. From these rich set of attractive properties, gait is becoming popular biometric trait in security sensitive environments, i.e. banks, airport, government secretariats and public transport stations etc.

The gait can be a good biometric trait when all other traditional biometric sources such as face, fingerprint, speech, signature, hand geometry and iris etc failed. Hence, this has led to the development of multi modal biometric systems for efficient human identification procedures. The gait biometric source consists of both psychological and physiological states of the person. Hence, it is also referred as a behavioral biometric source. Even bipedal locomotion nature is similar in human’s, gait is greatly differs in certain details such as the relative timing of head, hand and leg movements, stride length, step width, cycle time and motion based features etc. [5][13][17][34][36]

The gait patterns are often influenced by the external challenges like random view, backpack, wearing, carrying objects and different walking speed, i.e. normal, slow and fast. The variation of gait is also influenced by the psychological state of humans, surface condition and time difference etc. Therefore, gait researchers have to take care of all these challenges to make the gait recognition systems as robust to the pragmatic conditions. Demanding requirements for security in a variety of situations, many researchers are working on vision based systems that use video cameras to analyze the movements of human gait. The gait is not only useful in visual surveillance applications; also it supports many other fields such as early detection of Parkinson disease, human action recognition, gender recognition and optimal sport training etc. [13][34]

Human gait recognition systems are majorly classified into three major research fields such as machine vision, wearable device and floor sensor. Due to the merits of machine vision approach such as continuous authentication, cost effectiveness and simplicity, this paper focus on machine vision based human gait recognition system. However, we use video images of a person to construct a binarized silhouette. Because binarized silhouettes are more insensitive to the color and texture information of the object. [5][13][34][36]

Many silhouette based recognition methods have been built with the assumption of a fixed camera observing a mostly static scene. This enables silhouettes to be obtained through a simple background modeling and subtraction methods. [17]
The merits of gait recognition technology motivated many machine vision researchers to build a new generation of biometric enabled security systems. Also, current developments reported that automated gait recognition systems might be ready for commercial use in the near future. As indicated in the literature, vision based human gait recognition is emerging research area in non-invasive biometrics. Also, the current state of the art methods shown that gait can recognize the person uniquely in restricted environments. The algorithmic details of more recent attempts on gait recognition are highlighted below.

Appearance based approaches to a greater extent affected by the gait covariate conditions. Hence, this problem can be overcome by partitioning the human silhouette into a number of parts. However, some previous attempts have been done related to the part based gait classification, where more partitions are considered. This had led to the redundant parts. However, those attempts have consumed the extra care and computational cost to reduce the redundant parts. The below paragraph highlights the some part based approaches.

Altab Hossain et al [18] divide the human body into eight sections, including four overlapping sections. BEN Xianye et al [22] partitioned the human body into several equal size parts of smaller size. Rokanujjaman et al [26] segment the human body into five parts and used frequency domain gait entropy features for the classification.

Lee et al [15] have proposed a recursive principal component analysis based algorithm to eliminate the effect of backpack. Further, they have conducted experiments on CASIA-C dataset by incorporating simple nearest neighbor classifier and reported 82.68% of recognition rate in their work.

Ali et al [23] have conducted the two kinds of experiments on GEI, i.e. gait energy image. The first is PCA (i.e. principle component analysis) without Radon and second is PCA with Radon. Further, a simple matching criteria based on specified threshold value was employed and reported 94% and 96% of recognition rates, respectively, for the above two experiments.

Hofmann et al [24] have proposed a gradient histogram energy image based gait recognition algorithm. Further, a simple nearest neighbor classifier was used for the classification procedure. They have reported 75.36% of recognition rate on side view sequences of HumanID gait challenge dataset.

Theekhanot et al [25] have proposed a trace transformation based gait recognition algorithm. Further, template matching based classifier was employed on small CASIA-A dataset and reported 91.25% recognition rate in their work.

Rohit Katiyar and Vinay Kumar Pathak [27] have proposed an energy deviation image as a gait representation method. Further, fuzzy principal component analysis was incorporated to reduce the dimension and a simple nearest neighbor classifier was employed for the classification procedures. They have reported 90.01% of recognition rate for the first 45 subjects from CASIA-B dataset.

Yumi et al [29] have applied affine moment invariants on multiple blocks of GEI. They have reported 97.7% and 94% of recognition rates, respectively for CASIA B and CASIA C datasets.

LI et al [28] have proposed a structural gait energy image based algorithm. Further, a combination of PCA and LDA was incorporated to achieve the best class separability. A simple NN classifier was employed on side view sequences of CASIA-B dataset and reported 89.29% of recognition rate.

Mohan Kumar et al [30] have proposed a symbolic approach based gait recognition algorithm. A simple symbolic approach based similarity matching was employed in their work. They have reported 88.99% and 92.79% of recognition rates, respectively, for CASIA -B and UOM dataset. They have considered only side view sequences in their work.

Suvarna Shirke et al [32] have extracted the simple features for each silhouette. Further, NN classifier was employed on CASIA-A dataset and reported 90% of recognition rate. They have addressed only side view sequences in their experiments.

Deepak et al [35] have proposed LDA (latent Dirichlet allocation) based algorithm which transforms the gait sequences into word representation. They have reported satisfactory results on three data sets.

The contents are organized in a well constructive manner. The Section II shows the algorithmic procedure of the proposed methodology. The sections from III to IX respectively discuss the experimental results and comparative analysis. Lastly, section X concludes the discussion.

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The proposed methodology majorly consists of three phases, i.e. gait representation, feature extraction and classification. For these implementations, the publicly available datasets [4] [7] [9] [10] are used. These datasets provide the gait sequences in the silhouette format, which means the background is black and human region is white.

A. Gait Representation

For each silhouette image, morphological operators are used to remove the spurious pixels from the background area. Then, bounding rectangle is used to extract the silhouette region with the largest size for ignoring all the residual noises. The same operations are applied to all silhouettes in a sequence and are align to the same centre in order to get better gait representation.

With the help of study on GEI, i.e. gait energy image based approaches; it is found that GEI [6] greatly captures the motion and static characteristics of gait. Also, it overcomes from the practical problems such as noise in the silhouette, distortion, poor illumination, least number of frames and different lighting conditions. Therefore, the proposed approach effectively incorporated GEI as a gait
representation method. For each aligned sequence of an individual, gait energy image is obtained by using the formula mentioned in (1).

**B. Energy Blocks Based Gait Representation**

The larger blocks are more sensitive to the clothing, carrying and backpack conditions. But, their discrimination capability is high and vice versa for the smaller blocks. Hence, the proposed approach has considered the two smaller blocks and one larger block to minimize this tradeoff.

People have different anatomical proportion of body parts with regard to height (H). Anatomical experts have remarked in their literature that the measurement from foot to neck is 0.870H, waist is 0.535H and knee is 0.285H. Based on these, the proposed approach splits the energy image into three blocks (i.e. head, upper-half and lower legs), since the human ambulation shows usual periodic motion, especially lower legs, hand and head, which reflects the individual’s unique movement pattern. This form of segmentation helps to address the lateral and oblique view conditions. Since, these viewing conditions have more dynamic characteristics in the three above said body components. Further, it is also helps to address frontal and back view conditions. Because the frontal and back view conditions have a considerable amount of dynamic characteristics in the upper portion of the human body than the lower portion. The Fig. 1 depicts the proposed energy blocks based representation.

The proposed energy blocks based representation method extensively captures the local dynamic characteristics of GEI. Hence, it can effectively address the speed variation condition. Since, transitional characteristics of the leg, head and hand may considerably less when he/she is in relax mood, whereas it may considerably higher in a busy/hurry/stress mood.

As identified in the above paragraphs, the three cropped human body components provide their own contribution to the gait recognition. Even the bipedal locomotion nature of humans looks similar; gaits greatly vary from the apparent movements of these three body components. Thus, a feature level fusion of head, upper-half and lower legs based approach is effectively proposed in this work in order to address the robust gait recognition.

\[ GEI = \mu(I_1, I_2, ..., I_N) \]  

(1)

Where ‘N’ represents the total number of frames in a sequence and ‘I’ represents the silhouette image.
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**C. Block Based Radon Approach for Feature Extraction**

The Radon transform maps the 2-D image in Cartesian coordinate system (x, y) into polar coordinate system (ρ, θ). The Radon transform on an image f(x, y) for a given set of angles can be considered as the projection of the image along the given angles. The result is a new image R (ρ, θ).

This can be written mathematically by defining

\[ \rho = x \cos \theta + y \sin \theta \]

(2)

After which the Radon transform can be written as

\[ R(\rho, \theta) = \iint f(x, y) \delta(\rho - x \cos \theta - y \sin \theta) dx dy \]

(3)

Where \( \delta(\cdot) \) is the Dirac delta function.

The Radon transform based features are invariant to translation and other geometric transformations, i.e. scaling. The more theoretical description about Radon transform is found in [11]. In this paper, a robust block based Radon approach is employed in the context of applying Radon separately on three energy blocks (i.e. parts) and fuses (i.e. concatenate) the features for the classification procedure.

After a Radon transform, standard deviation, i.e. \( \sigma(R) \) is computed from the Radon transformed vector R for a given angle. A set of angles usually from \( \theta = [0; 180] \), i.e. 180° is not included since the result would be identical to the 0°. However, all radial lines oriented from 0° to 179° angles may miss lead the classifier and also it increases the dimension of the feature vector. Hence, the angles chosen here are 0°, 30°, 60°, 90°, 120° and 150°, since these angles cover the vertical, horizontal and diagonal directions.

**D. Feature Level Fusion of Three Body Components**

As described in the above section, six features (i.e. 0°, 30°, 60°, 90°, 120° and 150°) are selected for each cropped part. Then, three part’s features are fused at the feature level, which means total 18 features (i.e. 3 cropped parts X 6 features) are used for the classification procedure.

The Table 1 demonstrated that, a feature level fusion of head, upper-half and lower leg parts given more contribution towards the gait recognition rather than the whole energy image. Also, it is better than any individual body component and a combination of any two. For this experiment, total 960 sequences from CASIA A dataset (i.e. total 240 sequences X 4 frame orders) are used by incorporating the leaving one out type procedure. Also, the extensive experiments on other datasets using the proposed fusion approach have shown the promising
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results. The detailed experimental results are shown in section III to VIII.

E. Normalization

Standardization of the features enhances the functioning of the support vector machine classifier in terms of speed and result. Since, it helps the classifier to finds the support vectors with the minimal time duration. To achieve this, mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) are computed from the feature vector. Then, each feature value (X_i) is subtracted from the mean and the subtracted result divided by the standard deviation as indicated in below formula. In (4), The ‘X’ represents the feature vector and ‘X_i’ represents the feature value for i = 1...18.

\[
\frac{X_i - \mu}{\sigma}
\]

F. Classifier

The proposed method has incorporated the more generalized and powerful classifier like SVM. A support vector machine has already proven its significant contribution in many recognition systems including the gait recognition system.

With the background of experiments, it is found that the proposed gait patterns are non linear separable in nature. However, the experiments are carried on two widely used non linear kernels, namely polynomial and radial basis function (RBF) to verify the kernel’s contribution for the proposed gait patterns. Further, it is found that polynomial kernel (order 3) with sequential minimal optimization (SMO) procedure finds the hyper plane which best bisects the data. Also, it is reported the more promising results compared to RBF. Extensive experimental procedures are shown that the proposed features are robust and work well with SVM classifier.

III. DATASETS AND UTILIZATION SCHEME

In this work, extensive experiments are carried out on four publicly available standard datasets, namely CASIA A [4], CASIA B [7], CASIA C [9] and TUM-IITKGP [10]. Among the four, CASIA A dataset is used to verify the effectiveness of the fusion of lower legs, upper-half and head. Also, it is used to address multi view, different walking speed and least number of frames conditions. CASIA B is utilized to address multi view, clothing and carrying conditions. CASIA C is used to address backpack and different walking speed conditions. Further, TUM-IITKGP is used to address view, backpack and hands in pocket condition. The extensive experimental results on these publicly available datasets are clearly depicted in Table 1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

In the real time scenario, one test sample has to against the huge number of samples. Hence, leaving one out type experimental procedure is effectively employed for the experiments. Also, hold out and ‘k’ fold validation procedures are used in the experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach.

A. Effective Dataset Utilization Scheme

The evaluation of the method on the large number of samples, subjects and different speed variations is more essential. However, four different ordering frames (i.e. sequential, odd, even and multiple’s of three) are selected for each sequence in order to increase the number of samples [36]. Also, these sequences resemble the normal walk, normal fast and quick fast walking scenarios. Further, two different institution datasets are combined in order to increase the number of subjects. For this, TUM-IITKGP dataset (i.e. 35 subjects) and CASIA C dataset which consists of high number of subjects (i.e. 153 subjects) compared to the other Chinese academy datasets, are combined together to build the considerably large dataset (i.e.188 subjects).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON CASIA – A DATASET

CASIA A dataset consists of 20 subjects and each subject walked in three views, namely lateral, oblique and frontal. Each subject’s individual view consists of four sequences. However, each subject consists of 12 sequences and 240 sequences in total. [3] [4]

For the experiments, each subject’s individual view is considered as a class. Hence, 60 classes, i.e. 20 subject’s × 3 views are considered for the experiments instead of the 20 subject’s.

A. Experiment 1

Leaving one out type experimental procedure is employed in this experiment. Total 960 multi view sequences (i.e. 240 sequences × 4 frame orders) are used for this experimentation. In each turn, 959 sequences are used as a gallery and the rest is used as a probe.

B. Experiment 2

This experimental setup includes hold out type procedure. Hence, each view of an individual is partitioned into two sets where each set has two sequences. Total 480 sequences (i.e. 20 subject’s × 3 views × 2 sequences × 4 frame orders) are used as the training set. The remaining sequences are used as the testing set (i.e. 20 subject’s × 3 views × 2 sequences × 4 frame orders).

C. Experiment 3

In the real time scenario, the considerable number of frames may not be available which means that less amount of subject’s gait information may be recorded. Hence, a prominent gait pragmatic condition (i.e. least number of frames) is newly addressed in this work compared to the attempts in the gait literature. However, extensive experiments are conducted by providing least number of frames, i.e. 12 frames (approximately one gait cycle) and 6 frames (approximately half gait cycle).

For 12 frames experiment, total 720 sequences (i.e. 240 sequences X 3 cycles per sequence) are used. In each turn, 719 sequences are used as the training set and the rest is used as a test sample. This partitioning is repeated for 720
different times, so that each sequence of a person is considered as a test sample.

For 6 frames experiment, total 960 sequences (i.e. 240 sequences X 4 half cycles per sequence) are used. In each turn, 959 sequences are used as the training set and the rest is used as a test sample. This partitioning is repeated for 960 different times, so that each sequence of a person is considered as a test.

The proposed approach reported the correct classification rates of 51.66% and 37.08% respectively for 12 frame and 6 frame experiment. The 12 frame experimental result is depicted in Fig. 3.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON CASIA – B DATASET

CASIA B dataset consists of 124 subjects and each subject walked in 11 viewing angles from $0^\circ$ to $180^\circ$ with $18^\circ$ intervals. However, it consists of 11 views, i.e. frontal views ($0^\circ$ and $180^\circ$), oblique views ($18^\circ$, $36^\circ$, $54^\circ$, $72^\circ$, $90^\circ$, $108^\circ$, $126^\circ$, $144^\circ$, $162^\circ$ and $180^\circ$). Also, each subject consists of three gait covariates namely normal walk, clothing and carrying condition. Each view of an individual consists of 10 sequences (2 carrying bag sequences + 2 wearing coat sequences + 6 normal walking sequences). However, each view of 124 subjects consists of 1,240 sequences (i.e. 124 subjects X 10 sequences) and 13,640 sequences in total (1,240 sequences per view X 11 views). [7]

With the help of general observation made on the literatures, it is found that, gait information is same when the same subject walks in frontal and back view. But, gait varies in shape, static and dynamic characteristics when the same subject walks in lateral, oblique and frontal views. However, each subject is considered as the three classes with regard to the views (i.e. lateral, oblique and frontal). Hence, 372 classes (i.e. 124 Subjects X 3 classes) are considered for the below experiments instead of 124 subjects in order to effectively verify the proposed method.

A. Experiment 1

Leaving one out type experimental procedure is employed in this experiment. Total 54,560 samples (i.e. 13,640 sequences X 4 frame orders) are used in this experiment by including 11 viewing angle sequences (i.e. $0^\circ$, $18^\circ$, $36^\circ$, $54^\circ$, $72^\circ$, $90^\circ$, $108^\circ$, $126^\circ$, $144^\circ$, $162^\circ$ and $180^\circ$). In each turn, 54,559 sequences are used as a gallery and the rest is used as a test sample. This partitioning is repeated for 54,560 different times, so that each sequence of a person is considered as a test.

B. Experiment 2

This experimental setup includes the hold out type validation procedure. For this, the normal walking sequences are used as the training set. The sequences with the carrying and clothing conditions are used as the test set in order to verify the robustness of the proposed approach with respect to the gait covariates. The below experimental settings covers 60% samples as a gallery set and 40% samples as a probe set.

Total 66 sequences (i.e. 6 normal walk sequences X 11 views) are selected for each subject. Hence, total 32,736 sequences (i.e. 66 sequences X 124 subjects X 4 frame orders) are used as the training set by including all 11 views. Further, 44 sequences (i.e. 2 carrying bag sequences + 2 wearing coat sequences X 11 views) are selected for each subject. Hence, total 21,824 sequences (i.e. 44 sequences X 124 subjects X 4 frame orders) are used as the test set

C. Experiment 3

CASIA B is popular for evaluating cross view gait recognition, and in the cross view gait recognition, observation views of the probe and gallery are different. Hence, this experimental setup is incorporated k – fold cross validation procedure in order to effectively evaluate the proposed approach with respect to the view condition. However, the whole dataset is partitioned into 11 subsets with respect to the viewing angles (i.e. $0^\circ$, $18^\circ$, $36^\circ$, $54^\circ$, $72^\circ$, $90^\circ$, $108^\circ$, $126^\circ$, $144^\circ$, $162^\circ$ and $180^\circ$). Each subset consists of particular view sequences. Each time, one of the ‘k’ subsets is used as a probe and the other k-1 subsets are put together to form a gallery.

In each turn, total 49,600 sequences (i.e. 1240 sequences per view X 10 views X 4 frame orders) are used as the training set and the rest 4,960 sequences (i.e. 1240 sequences X 1 view X 4 frame orders) are used as the testing set. This form of the experimental setting covers 90% samples as a gallery and 10% samples as a probe. The cross view experimental results and average CCR are pictorially depicted in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON CASIA – C DATASET

CASIA C consists of 153 subjects and each subject consists of two prominent pragmatic conditions, namely backpack and different walking speed conditions. Each subject consists of 10 sequences, i.e. 2 backpack sequences + 4 normal walking sequences + 2 fast walking sequences + 2 slow walking sequences. However, 1,530 sequences in total. [9]

A. Experiment 1

Leaving one out type experimental procedure is employed in this experiment. Total 6,120 sequences (i.e. 1,530 sequences X 4 frame orders) are used in this experiment by including both backpack and different walking speed variations. In each turn, 6,119 sequences are used as a gallery set and the rest is used as a test sample. This partitioning is repeated for 6,120 different times, so that each sequence of a person is considered as a test sample.

B. Experiment 2

This experimental setup includes hold out type procedure. For this, normal walking sequences are used as the training set. The sequences with gait covariate factors (i.e. backpack, fast and slow walking conditions) are used as the testing samples in order to verify the
robustness of the proposed approach with respect to the gait covariates. This form of hold out type experimental setting covers 40% samples as a gallery and 60% samples as a probe.

Total 16 sequences (i.e. 4 normal walking sequences X 4 frame orders) are selected for each subject. Hence, total 2,448 sequences (i.e. 16 sequences X 153 subjects) are used as the training set. Further, 24 sequences (i.e. 2 backpack sequences + 2 slow walking sequences + 2 fast walking sequences X 4 frame orders) are selected for each subject. Hence, total 3,672 sequences (i.e. 24 sequences X 153 subjects) are used as the testing set.

C. Experiment 3

Hold out type procedure is employed in this experiment. For each subject, first five sequences are selected as the training samples and the rest five sequences are considered as the testing. However, total 3,060 sequences (i.e. 153 subjects X 5 sequences X 4 frame orders) are used as a gallery and the same number of sequences is used as a probe.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON TUM-IITKGP DATASET

TUM-IITKGP dataset consists of 35 person’s lateral view gait sequences with six configurations. Three configurations from each person are used for the below experiments. For each subject, 12 sequences (i.e. 4 normal walking sequences + 4 backpack sequences + 4 hands in pocket sequences) are selected for the below experiments. However, 420 sequences in total, i.e. 35 subjects X 12 sequences. [10]

A. Experiment 1

Total 1,680 sequences (i.e. 35 people X 12 sequences X 4 frame orders) are used for the combined gait covariates experiment. In each turn, 1,679 sequences are used as a gallery set and the rest is used as a test sample. This partitioning is repeated for 1,680 different times, so that each sequence of a person is considered as a test sample.

B. Experiment 2

For this experiment, normal walking sequences of each subject are selected as the training set and the sequences with gait covariates (i.e. backpack, slow walking, fast walking and hands in pocket) are selected as the testing. This form of experimental setting covers 39% samples as a gallery and 61% samples as a test set.

Total 3,008 sequences are used as a gallery set, i.e. 188 subjects X 4 normal walking sequences per subject X 4 frame orders. The rest 4,792 sequences are used as a probe set, i.e. 153 subjects X 6 sequences per subject X 4 frame orders + 35 subjects X 8 sequences per subject X 4 frame orders.

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON COMBINED/MIXED DATASET

CASIA C (153 subjects) and TUM-IITKGP (35 subjects) data sets are combined to form a mixed dataset (188 subjects) in order to evaluate the proposed approach on the considerable large number of subjects. These datasets consist of lateral view sequences with some gait covariates, i.e. backpack, slow walking, fast walking and hands in pocket. CASIA C consists of 1,530 sequences and TUM-IITKGP dataset consists of 420 sequences in total.

A. Experiment 1

Total 7,800 sequences (i.e. 1530 + 420 X 4 frame orders) are used for the combined gait covariates experiment. In each turn, 7,799 sequences are used as a gallery set and the rest is used as a test sample. This form of experimental setting is repeated for 7,800 different times, so that each sequence of a person is used as a test sample.

B. Experiment 2

For this experiment, normal walking sequences of each subject are selected as the training set and the sequences with gait covariates (i.e. backpack, slow walking, fast walking and hands in pocket) are selected as the testing. This form of experimental setting covers 39% samples as a gallery and 61% samples as a test set.

Table 1. Experimental results on body parts and fusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body Components</th>
<th>CCR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whole GEI</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower legs</td>
<td>47.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper-half</td>
<td>36.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head</td>
<td>27.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower legs + Upper-half</td>
<td>81.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower legs + Head</td>
<td>71.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper-half + Head</td>
<td>59.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusion of Lower legs, Upper-half and Head</td>
<td>98.95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Experimental results on body parts and fusion
The part based attempt [30] was incorporated only side view sequences from CASIA B dataset. In their experiment, first four normal walking sequences of each person were considered as a gallery set and the left six sequences as probes, i.e. last two normal walking sequences, two carrying bag sequences and two sequences with the coat. They have reported 79.01% of the correct classification rate in their work. However, we use the same experimental setup to evaluate our proposed approach and achieved 93.43% of the correct classification rate (CCR).

Multi block based attempt [29] was tested on two benchmark datasets i.e. CASIA B and CASIA C. For CASIA B dataset experiment, six lateral view sequences with normal walking condition were used. Further, their method was tested by a 2-fold cross validation method, i.e. 124 subjects \times 3 sequences were used for the training and the rest was used for the testing. For CASIA C dataset experiment, four normal walk sequences of each subject were used. Further, the method was tested by a 4-fold cross validation method, i.e. 153 subjects \times 3 sequences were used for the training and the rest was used for the testing. They have reported 97.7% and 94% of the correct classification rates, respectively, for CASIA B and C datasets in their work. However, we use the same experimental setup to evaluate our proposed approach and achieved 98.92% and 97.38% of the correct classification rates, respectively, for CASIA B and C datasets.

Lee et al [15] have evaluated the method on CASIA C dataset. They have used four normal walk sequences of each person as a gallery set and two backpack sequences as a probe set. They have reported 82.68% of CCR in their work. However, we use the same experimental setup to evaluate our proposed approach and achieved 88.23% of CCR.

Deepak et al [35] have conducted experiments on three datasets namely CASIA A, B and TUM-IITKGP. For CASIA A dataset experiment, they have conducted separate experiments on three viewing angles. Further, their algorithm was tested by a 4-fold cross validation procedure, i.e. 20 subjects \times 3 sequences were used for the training and rest was used for the testing. They have reported 85%, 85% and 85% of average recognition rates, respectively, for lateral, frontal and oblique view conditions. We use the same experimental setting for the comparison and achieved 100%, 98.75 and 98.75% of average recognition rates, respectively, for the three views. For CASIA B dataset experiment, they have used six normal walking sequences for each viewing angle. Further, their method was tested by a 3-fold cross validation procedure, i.e. 124 subjects \times 4 normal walking sequences were used for the training and the two sequences were used for testing. They have reported 82.2% of average recognition for all 11 viewing angles. The same setup is used for our proposed method and achieved 92.74% of average CCR. For TUM-IITKGP dataset experiment, they have used four configurations, i.e. normal walk, hands in pocket, backpack and clothing condition. For each configuration, the first walk sequence
either left-right or from right-left of 35 individuals was used as the testing set and the remaining three sequences were used as the training set. They have reported 90% of average recognition rate in their work. The same setup is used for our proposed method and achieved 92.85% of average CCR.

The current attempts [2] [3] [8] [12] [14] [19] [20] [21] [31] have extracted features directly from the binarized silhouette. The some practical conditions (i.e. different lighting conditions, noise and poor illumination) affect the binarized silhouettes. Therefore, the proposed approach has incorporated GEI as the gait representation method to overcome from the practical problems.

Compared to some feature level fusion attempts [28] [29] [30], the proposed feature level fusion based approach is tested on the considerable large number of samples and subjects.

The extensive comparisons and promising experimental results have shown that, the proposed approach outperforms the current state of the art methods and also suits to the real time scenario.

X. CONCLUSION

This paper has explored a fusion of three human body components based gait recognition approach. To verify the efficiency of the proposed approach, extensive experiments are carried out on four considerably largest datasets and one mixed dataset. Also, more prominent gait covariates such as multi views, backpack, carrying, least number of frames, clothing and different walking speed conditions are effectively addressed by considering different frame numbering sequences. Extensive experimental results have demonstrated the effectiveness and the merits of the proposed algorithm in all prominent gait covariates. The comparisons with the current gait recognition methods demonstrate that the proposed method is promising gait recognition approach in current gait research. Also, the experimental results on indoor, outdoor, day and night sequences demonstrate that the proposed algorithm outperforms the current prominent attempts in the gait recognition literature.
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